Southern Tradition™
Charleston and Savannah Smooth and Tumbled Paver System

Elegant by Design

Pavers are very popular feature elements in today’s landscaping design. Southern Tradition™ concrete pavers provide long-lasting durability in a range of looks from “classic contemporary” to “old world distressed.” A perfect fit for a variety of uses, pavers are the natural choice for projects such as walkways, patios, driveways, pool decks and many other residential and commercial applications. Pavers fit together to create a patterned surface that can be put into service immediately and represent a value added design feature that can make them an ideal choice for your next project.

Designing with the right paver system is the key to a truly successful landscape project. Choose from smooth or tumbled textures designed to accent all types of outdoor environments. Southern Tradition offers six distinct colors including blended versions. Its ease of installation allows Southern Tradition™ to be laid out in numerous pattern options to help create that special look to your driveway, walkway, or outdoor space.

Paver Styles and Colors:

Southern Tradition™ Charleston - Smooth
Southern Tradition™ Charleston - Tumbled
Available in Breckenridge, Timber, Stoney Ridge, Dublin Blend, Monroe Blend, and Rutherford Blend

Southern Tradition™ Savannah - Smooth
Southern Tradition™ Savannah - Tumbled
Available in Stoney Ridge, Dublin Blend, Monroe Blend, and Rutherford Blend

Timber
- Smooth
- Tumbled

Breckenridge
- Smooth
- Tumbled

Stoney Ridge
- Smooth
- Tumbled

Dublin Blend
- Smooth
- Tumbled

Monroe Blend
- Smooth
- Tumbled

Rutherford Blend
- Smooth
- Tumbled

Southern Tradition Charleston
4” x 8”
4.5 Units / SF, 480/pallet, 106.667 SF/pallet

Southern Tradition Savannah
5.5” x 5.5”
4.76 Units / SF, 480/pallet, 100.84 SF/pallet

Southern Tradition Savannah
5.5” x 8.25”
3.17 Units / SF, 360/pallet, 113.56 SF/pallet
Site Preparation

Installation of concrete pavers is not done without proper preparation. The integrity of the project rests greatly on how well the base material is installed. Soil conditions determine what type and how much material is necessary for a solid and sturdy paved area. The concrete pavers are installed over three layers. The first layer is 4" to 6" of #57 stone or dense grade aggregate. The second layer is a landscape/filter fabric. The third layer is the appropriate base for concrete pavers which is 2” of sand compacted to the required specifications. Consult your LEE Brick + Block representative for more information about concrete paver installation. Proper preparation of the ground to receive the concrete pavers is crucial to the project, and will lengthen the life of your investment.

Finishes

Southern Tradition pavers can be finished in one of several different ways. One option consists of sweeping polymeric sand into the joints. A second option combines a sand joint stabilizer and finally, some desire a natural finish which is simply sand swept across the pavers without sealer of any type.

Benefits of Southern Tradition™ Concrete Pavers

- Ease of installation
- Low maintenance to the pavers
- Low maintenance to the landscaped area the pavers cover
- Choice of styles and colors
- Choice of patterns in which the pavers will be laid
- Withstand climatic changes and soil shifts